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No. 23. The Lords found, That, by the tenor of the clause, and narrative thereof, the
defimet's meaning was chiefly to oblige his heirs-male, and albeit -successors what-
somever were added, yet, by the narrative and order of the words, they found the
heir-male was first burdened, and behoved first to be discussed; therefore ordain-
ed the defender to condescend what the heir-male had to succeed to; and if he was
not entered heir-male, and had nothing to succeed to as heir-male, they thought
the defender would be liable.

Stair, v. 1. P. 182.

1670. January 5. INNES againsf INNES.

A father assigned an heritable bond of 6000 merks to his children, 4000 merks
to Robert, and 2000 merks to William and Janet; and, in case of Robert's de-
cease, providing his part amongst the rest equally. Janet having died before
Robert, and Robert having also died without children, William, as heir to Robert,
claimed the defunct's share, upon this ground, that Janet being substituted to
Robert, without mention of her heirs, and having died before him, she never had
right, and her substitution became void, and her heirs not being called in the sub-
stitution, since they could not have right, but as coming in Janet's place, the sub-
stitution was also void as to them. On the other hand, it was argued for Janet's
heirs, That Janet being the last person called in the substitution, the same place
that she herself would have taken up, if alive, must her heirs take up, now that
she is dead: Janet was called preferrably to Robert's heirs, and would have exclud-
ed them, so must her heirs, since it is not pretended that ahy person is interjected
betwixt them. The Lords preferred the heirs of Janet, and found, That they had
right as heirs of provision to Robert, and that they ought to be served to him, and
not to Janet, who never had right herself, having died before she was or could be
heir to Robert.

Fol. Dic. v. 2. p. 400. Stair. Gosford.

# This case is No. 60. p. 4272. voce FIAR.

1677. February 22. BRucE against MELVILLE.

The late Earl of Leven being infeft, as heir to his father, in the estate of Leven,
which was then provided to heirs whatsomever, by a bond of tailzie, resigned the
said estate and dignity in favours of himself and his heirs of tailzie, and there-
upon was infeft. The tenor of the bond of tailzie is as follows: " For the weal
and standing of his house, honour, and dignity, in his own posterity; which
failing, of the persons of his heirs of tailzie after specified, viz. the heirs-male
of his body; which failing, the eldest heir-female procreated or to be procreated
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of his or his said heirs-male, without7 division, the said heirs-fentale successive No. 25.
succeeding in all time coming, marrying a nobleman or gentleman of the name
of Leslie, or who would assume that name, and using the dignity of Leven;
which failing, the second son of John Earl of Rothes, lawfully procreated,
or to be procreated of his body, and the heirs-male of the said second son's
body; which failing, the second son procreated or to be procreated betwixt George
Lord Melville and Dame Catharine Leslie, his spouse, sister to the said Earl of
Leven, and the heirs-male of his body, the second son so succeeding, and their
foresaids, assuming and bearing the surname of Leslie, and arms of Leven, with
this provision, that if any of the said persons, or heirs-male of their body, shall,
after their succession, succeed also to the Earl of Rothes or Lord Melville, in that
case the said dignity and estate shall ilso facto pertain to the next heir of tailzie,
in whose favours the person so succeeding shall be holden to denude himself;
which failing, to the second son procreated, or to be procreated, betwixt David
Earl of Weems and Margaret Leslie, Countess of Weems, his spouse, mother to
the Earl of Leven, with the like condition, (in case he fell to be Earl of Weems);
which failing, his heirs- male whatsoever; which all failing, his heirs and assignees."
There is subjoined a clause irritant, " that in case of failzie of the performance
of these provisions before-mentioned, or any of them, the dignity and estate should
pertain to the next person and heir of tailzie, secluding the failziers and the heirs
of their body, who shall be held to denude themselves in favours of the next
heii of tailzie." It is also declared, " that it shall be leisome to the said Earl, in
his own time, to alter the said tailzie as he pleases." Shortly after the infeftnent
of tailzie, the Earl of Leven died young, and left three or four daughters, who
all died without issue, and un-infeft; whereupon brieves were raised for serving
David Melville, second son to the Lord Melville, as heir of tailzie to the Earl of
Leven, in respect the Earl of Rothes, then Chancellor, had no sons. There was
also a gift of, non-entry passed in Exchequer, in the name of Sir William Bruce,
to the behoof of the Chancellor; where the Lord Melville competed, and declined
the Chancellor, and alleged, that the commission to the Treasury and Exchequer
requiring three Commissioners of Treasury as a quorum, and there being but two,
beside the Chancellor, he could not be judge of the preference, where himself
was a party, nor make up the quorum, by signing in favours of himself; and offered
to take the gift with the burden of all the debt. Yet Sir William Bruce offering
to take the burden of the current annual-rents, he was preferred, and his gift
passed with that.burden. Before this gift was passed, the King wrote a letter to
the Lords of Exchequer, " that no gift should pass till his pleasure should be
known;" but ere the letter came, the gift was passed; whereupon the King granted
a new gift to Lord Melville, narrating the precipitation of the former gift, and the
King's letter; which was also passed in Exchequer. There was likewise an ad-
vocation of the brieves for serving David Melville heir to the Earl of Leven, raised
at the instance of Sir William Bruce, as donatar, whose gift included the profits
of the earldom of Leven, until a next lawful heir, and wherein there was inserted,
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No. 25. during the time of the dispute, a clause, for declaring, " that so long as there
was hope or possibility of a second son of the Chancellor's body, no heir of tailzie
could be served to the Earl of Leven." The advocation having come in by the
course of the roll, was advocated, of consent, and the raisers of the advocation
craved, that it might be remitted, with assessors named by the Lords, that being
the only effect of an advocation of brieves; for, by the law of this kingdom,
brieves can only be served by a Judge-Ordinary, or delegated, with an Inquest;
and the Lords cannot serve either afflrnative, that David Melville is heir, or negativi,
that he is not heir; for, in most advocations, the Lords pass letters of advocation,
to advocate from inferior Judgcs to themselves, as competent Judges in the prin-
cipal cause, in the first and second instance; but, in other cases, they advocate
from the inferior Judge, as not being competent, or as being suspected, through
relation to the one, or enmity to the other party, or as malversant, by having
committed injustice in the cause, and yet do not advocate thecause to themselves,
but do remit it to the competent Judge; as if the confirmation of a testament were
advocated from a Commissary, in whose jurisdiction the defunct had not his
principal domicile, the Lords would advocate the cause, but not to themselves,
because they cannot confirm a testament, but would remit it to the competent
Commissary; or if a Sheriff were proceeding in a cause criminal, the Lords,
upon his incompetency, as not in capacity to judge in causes peculiar to the Justice-
General, as the pleas of the Crown, or upon his relation or emnity, yet they
wrauld advocate only ad hunc efectum to remit it to the Justices, who have not
power of advocation; but the Lords of Council and Session, as they are his
Majesty's Council, though not his Secret Council, albeit they cannot judge causes
criminal in the first and second instance, yet they are Judges to advocations or
remits thereof; so, in this case, they can only advocate the brieves ad effectun to
remit them, with or without assessors. It was answered for the donatar, That the
Lords ought not to remit the brieves, but to stop the same, and declare, that,
during the possibility of a second son of the Chancellor's body, there could be
no heir of tailzie served to the Earl of Leven, It was replied, That there was
no foundation in the advocation whereupon the Lords could declare, seeing it
contained no declaratory conclusion. It was duplied for the donatar, That there
was now in his summons of declarator a special conclusion, " that no heir could
be served to the Earl of Leven so long as a second son of the Earl of Rothes was
in possibility." This point was debated, after the dispute in point of right; and
the Lords declared, " 'I hat they would first determine in the declarator at the
donatar's instance, and would consider all the dispute in relation thereto, seeing
there is no declaratory conclusion in the advocation." The dispute of the point
of right was very large; in which it was alleged for David Melville, as to the con-
clusion in the donatar's declarator, I mo, That the donatar had no title whereupon
to declare the right of the Chancellor's second son, neither any further than the
ordinary stile of a declarator of non-entry; for it was never sustained, that
donatars should quarrel the right of any party, to the effect that their gift might
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take place; otherwise, they may open all men's charter-chests upon pretences of No. 25.
nullities, that being a special branch of gifts of non-entry, by reason of nullity of in-

feftments; and yet that was never allowed, and would be of dangerous consequence;
neither was a donatar ever admitted to stop the entry of an heir, though he hath

a consequential interest. 2do, The possibility of the existence of any person, by
the law of this kingdom, neither did nor could stop the entry of the nearest

existing heir, when the heritage is devolved, which is in controversy, and always
practised in many cases;. as if a son die infeft in lands, without children, and

without brethren and sisters, his father will be served heir to his son, albeit there

be a nearer heir in expectation, viz. a brother or sister of the defunct; and yet
though the father had a wife bearing children, and they in the nearest degree of

expectation, the father's service to his son would not be stopped an hour; which,
if it had not been an incontroverted rule in law, there would'never have been a.

donatar wanting to stop the entry of the father, so long as he might have children,

which. might have been so long as he lived. If this imagination had ever been

thought worthy of the Lords' answer, would not a donatar have taken the gift
of the non-entry of the whole estate of Roxburgh, which was provided to the

Lord Ker and his heirs-male, and whereby the rents of one of the most opulent

estates of Scotland would have been enjoyed for ten years. space, that the old Earl

lived after his son, to whom the father was immediately served? or if a son died,
leaving a sister, or leaving a half-brother, yet these would be his heirs, albeit the
father were alive, who would endeavour to preserve the succession of his son to

a brother-german, whom he might get thereafter; and though these cases fall

frequently out, yet, till now, there was neither a project nor a pretence for a
donatar; and if this declarator should take place, multitudes of inconsistencies
and absurdities would necessarily follow; as, first, that dominia rerum sunt incerta
et in pendente, that there might be dominium sine domino; for the right of the fee
of the Earl of Leveft's estate is a right of property, and therefore must belong

to some proprietor, and cannot belong to nobody; but if the Chancellor's second
son have right, he is nobody, and not in rerum natura; for though law esteems
pbrtim in utero pro jam nato, yea, and presumes the same to be male, yet no fiction
or presumption of law was ever stretched to give existence to a mere possibility,
whereof there is little hope. 2do, If this shall take place, there is a compendious
way laid to elide and destroy all creditors, for the donatar claims right to the
whole profits during the possibility, so that, during that time, creditors can neither
have stock nor brock; yea, devices of this sort might exclude them for ever; as
if a tailzie were framed to the second sons of so. many families, and, by the same
rule, to the fifth son; or, which is very ordinary, if a fiar, having 'many sisters
or daughters, should tailzie his estate to the heirs-male of his body, which faili g,
to the heirs-male of the bodies of all his sisters or daughters, in .order, and know-
ing it were easy to get such a gift, and so enjoy the estate, without payment of
his debt, where the debt would become too heavy for the estate, for in that case
the possibility might endure for 100 years; so, in this very case, the second sons
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No. 25. of three families are called, and, amongst them all, there is but one extant, and
if he were not, or should die without children, during the vacancy, the same
would continue during the lives of the Earl of Rothes, the Lord Melville, and
the Earl of Weems; neither could creditors affect the very property ; for law
having introduced the way of affecting estates for defuncts' deLts, when the suc.-
cessor enters not, by charging them to enter heir, with certification, that like
process should be had contra bareditatenjacenten, as if they were actually entered;
but, in this case, there is no person that could be charged, and so neither decreet
nor adjudication obtained, for a possibility could not be charged. Stio, Vassals
could not be entered. 4to, All the rights and interests of the family of Leven
activd behoved to be neglected; for there could neither be process for recovering
their debts, nor shunning irritancies or prescriptions, for a donatar would have
no interest; nor could there be process at the instance of a non-ens in possibility;
so that the whole scheme of our law, stile, and custom, should at one blow be
overturned, and all the tailzies in Scotland, which reach the greatest part of it,
should lose their intent, which are made to secure their families in their posterity

and their relations; for such a gap as this, which might oftimes occur, would ruin
their estates, and overturn their design, and that without possibility of remeid,
because most of these tailzies are with clauses de non alienando, excluding any
alteration. 5to, Tailzies do come in place of successions by testament; for the
nature of feudal rights, admitting of no alienation or alteration of heirs, without
consent of the superior, and the law of this kingdom, annulling all deeds on death-
bed in prejudice of heirs, do exclude all successions in feudal rights by testament;
in place whereof tailzies and provisions do succeed, and have the like interpreta-
tion in extension, not only from the express, but from the presumed and con-

jectured will of the defunct, which is the rule in all dubious cases, not only by
the Roman law, but by the custom of all nations, who, though they do interpret
clauses dubious in contracts contra proferentemi, yet, in the dispositive wills of
defuncts concerning their succession, they are always favourably interpreted and
extended, it being the common interest. of mankind, that the wills and minds of
defuncts should be effectual; and therefore the interpretation in latter-wills, in
dubio pro disposito habetur, de quo, veresimiliter defunctus si interrogatus
fuisset, respondisset. Now, it is beyond all doubt, that if the Earl of Leven
had been interrogated concerning this case now in controversy, viz. " Whether
it was his mind, that if, at the time of the failing of his own issue, the Chancellor
should not have a second son existing, whether he would have the next heir of
tailzie entering, till his existence, or that he would have his dignity sopited, and
the profits of his estate fall to the King, his debts running on, and his interests
unpursued?" that he would have answered, " That while the heirs of the first
member were not existing, the heirs of the next member should enter;" for the
reason and motive assigned by him in the bond of tailzie is, " for preserving his
dignity and estate."
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It was answered for the donatar, That he had good interest to hinder the entry No. 25.
of an heir, wherein he was founded in the King's right as superior, who might
well exclude any pretending to be vassal, who had not the just right; and as to
that defence in causa, that the succesgon of heirs by the course of law, is not stop-
ped by the possibility of a nearer heir, yet that takes no place in heirs of tailzie;
for albeit by the ancient Roman law, the entry of an heir was actus legitimus nec re-
cipiens diena nec conditionem, and that none could be heir, who was not existent in
the family of the defunct, whereby posthumous children were excluded, till by the
more recent law they were admitted; as likewise. those who were emancipated were
admitted as heirs, or bonorun possessores, yet the matter of succession was exceed-
ingly altered perjus novissimum; and all nations, even who own the Roman law,
have now returned from the subtilties thereof, unto the common rules of reason,
as Vinnius upon the Institutes on the matter of Succession declareth ; so that an
heir may be made for a time, or on what conditions or terms the defunct pleases;
and there is nothing more the common concern of mankind, than that they should
have full power to dispose of their own, so as to take effect in their life or after
their death; and therefore we are to consider the will of the defunct in this tailzie,
which appears by these specialities,first, the substitution of the Lord Melville's se-
cond son is conditional, failing the Earl of Rothes' second son, which condition
must either be suspensive or resolutive; but the defender will acknowledge nei-
ther, but pleads that the non-existency _of the heir of the prior member of the tail-
zie at the defunct's death, excludes him and his for ever; and so, if my Lord
Melville had not now a second son, the whole tailzie and design of the Earl of Leven
were evacuated, and the estate would return to the Earl's heirs whatsoever, in the
same condition it was before the tailzie. Secondly, When this tailzie was made,
the Lord Melville's second son was born, and the Chancellor's second son was in
no more probability than now he is, so that it would have been an empty compli-
ment to have inserted him in the tailzie, unless it had been intended to wait for his
existence; and it is the opinion of Peregrinus, that where an heritage is provided
heredibus nascituris, it should stop so long as they can be born, as appears p. S09.
and 310. which states the very case now in question; and for that maxim doniniun
non ftotest esse in pendente, it hath many fallacies, though ordinarily it doth hold; and
the exceptions are most in successions; for instance, if lands or sums be provided
to two persons in conjunct fee, and the longest liver in fee, it is uncertain and de-
pendent which of the two is fiar, till death determine i; or if an estate were settled
in these terms, to the heirs-male of the disponer's body, which failing to any of
the disponer's brother-sons who should marry the disponer's daughter, or to any
of them whom the disponer's brother should find most deserving, in this case the,
disponer dying without heirs of his body, the succession were uncertain and pen-
dent, and yet no man could quarrel the same as not being a rational and valid es-
tablishment; and though in this case the estate of Leven be under burden, and
no great probability of the existence of the Chancellor's second son, yet the de-
fence behoved to infer, that though the Chancellor had a Lady bearing children
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No. 25. every year, unless a second son were begotten before the Earl of Leven's issue
were extinct, David Melville, as heir of a subsequent member of the tailzie, would
enter and exclude the Chancellor's second son, and all his successors for ever; yea
though the clause of the tailzie did bear expressly, that so long as there were hope
of the heirs of a prior member of the tailzie, the heirs of the subsequent members
should not have place, and the arguments adduced for the defenders, would con-
trol the express will of the defunct, because there would be dominium sine domini,
yet it were a most unjust restriction to hinder a proprietor to dispose of his own,
for which there is neither law nor custom; but, on the contrary, the judgment of
the Lords of Session appeareth in the like case, though it was by arbitriment; for
the Laird of Blackwood having no children but a bastard-daughter, did in her
contract of marriage with Major Bannatine, dispone his estate to the Major and the
heirs to be procreated between him and Marion Weir, which failing, to the heirs
to be procreated by Marion Weir with another lawful husband, which failing, to
the Major's heirs whatsoever: The Major died, leaving only one daughter, who
died uninfeft; shortly after, her father Corhouse obtained himself infeft as heir,

-and thereby heir of tailzie to Blackwood; Marion Weir being married to William
Lowrie, and having by him a son, there was a reduction intented before the Lords
of Corhouse's infeftment and service, upon the same ground, that while Marion
Weir's heir was in hope, the Major's heir could have no place; and the matter
being judicially referred to the Lords' arbitriment, they decerned Corhouse to de-
nude himself in favours of Marion Weir's son, who now enjoys the estate; where-
by it is evident that they preferred the heir who was in hope the time of the de-
funct's death; and as to the inconveniencies adduced on the other other part,first,
there are greater inconveniencies on the contrary, viz. the perverting of the order
of succession, designed by the defunct in excluding those for ever, who he most
favoured; 2do, Though the other inconveniencies were greater, incommodun non
solvit argunentum; and yet all these inconveniencies may be cured, for when an heir
cannot be entered, all the rights of the defunct remain in haered itate jacente, and the
Lords niay use the remeid ordinary amongst the Romans, curatoren bonis dando;
neither will the creditor's hazard be so great, for the King, as in other cases, so in
these successions, will give gifts with the burden of creditors, as in this case the
Exchequer hath burdened the donatar with the current annual-rents of the credi-
tors, and creditors may adjudge so as they do against donatars of bastardy, or ul-
timus heres. It was replied for David Melville, That the defences against this de-
clarator are noways elided or satisfied by the answers, for if it be sufficient'for the
donatar to found on the King's interest, he may reduce all infeftments, that non-
entry may take place, which none can do but the King's officers by special war.
rant; neittler is the defence from legal succession elided by the donatar's sole as-
sertion, that tailzied succession proceeds not in the way of legal succession; for
it is true they differ in the persons who succeed, but there is neither reason, law,
nor custom, adduced for their differing in serving the heir existent at the time of
the fiar's death, and suspending the same upon possibility or hope of a nearer heir;
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for as to that point, there is no shadow of difference betwixt the two successions, No. 25.
and if any were, the stop should rather be for the heirs of line in the legal suc-
cession, who are always of the nearest blood to the defunct, whereas the members
of tailzie do ever break the line of nearest of blood, and are oftentimes very re-
mote, and sometimes have no relation at all by agnation; as in this case the Chan-
cellor being the defunct's mother-brother, is but a cognate, and has no interest in
blood to the family of Leven, nor any of his sons; but though the defunct had ex-
pressly declared, that no posterior heir of tailzie should be served while there
were hope of the Chancellor's second son, that would indeed take off all argu-
ments of the presumed or cdnjectured will of the defunct, and yet it is no absurdity,
that it should not be effectual, as not done habili modo, and to the hurt of creditors
and vassals, and inconsistent with the nature of property, and no more effectual
than if the defunct would have provided his heirs of tailzie to succeed to him,
without burden of his debt, or without testament, both which would be ineffectual,
as all other things established as jura publica, for common utility, and not for the
particular interest of a party, which, though he might renounce or alter, as intro-
duced in his favours, yet not the other, for pactis privatorum non derogatur jure
communi; but what pretence can there be to stop a service in this case, where no
such thing is expressed by the defunct; but on the contrary, his conjectured will
must be elicited from his design to continue his dignity and estate, and so not to
interrupt his dignity for many years, and ruin his estate for ever; for the conjec-
tured will is ever taken from reason and interest, and nothing can be presumed
which is against the same, and none but a madman can be thought to have had
such a mind, by putting the Chancellor's second son in his tailzie, to bury his me-
mory for many years in a simple possibility; and the conjectures on the contrary
are empty mistakes, for when this tailzie was made, the Earl was a young man, hav-
ing three or four daughters, and a Lady bearing children every year, and little was
dreamed of this event, that his heirs of tailzie would immediately succeed to him-
self ; but that if his issue should happen after a long time to cease, then the Chan-
cellor's second son, or the heirs-male of his body, should succeed; and according
to what was the most ordinary and probable expectation, the Chancellor would
have been dead before the Earl his nephew, and all their offspring, so that
there was no thoughts of any uncertainty or hope, for then the second son behov-
ed to have been existent, or the heirs-male of his body, and not to be possible af-
ter the Chancellor's death: Neither is the case here of the institution of heirs,
which were nascituri, as in Peregrinus' case, whose authority is of small moment,
and who in that place adduces the contrary opinions of most famous lawyers; but
here the conception being of heirs-procreated, or tor be procreated, is by the com-
mon style, and hath no special expression, but are redundant words of style, which
though left out, would make no alteration, far less can import the defunct's will so
contrary to his interest. And whereas, it is pretended that the substitution of the
second son of the Lord Melville, is conditional, failing the Chancellor's second son,
this is a mere mistake; for the words, " which failing," imports only the order of
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No 25- succession, and is no more than if it had been thus expressed, The heirs of the dis-
poner's body, and after them the Chancellor's second son and his heirs-male, and
after them the Lord Melville's second son, &c.. For, though in a disposition or
institution, that clause " in case of failing, or failing heirs of my body, I dispone to
such persons," this were truly a condition, because there was no substitution in suc-
cession, but a conditional provision; but where there is a substitution, which fail-
ing, it imports no condition, either suspensive or resolhtive; and albeit both such
conditions may be in infeftments, or dispositions of lands, as in infeftments of re-
lief, or warrandice, which always express or imply a condition of distress, and so
suspend the effect of the infeftment, till the purification of the condition by dis-
tress, or the same do resolve by relief ; yet the infeftment is a valid right, and hath
a certain proprietor, and is not dominium sine domino, and cannot be drawn in ex-
ample, to make property once constituted to have a hiatus, and become nullius, and
without any new deed revive again, as is now pleaded; neither doth the instances
adduced infer the same, for it is not debated, but succession may be doubtful and
dependent before the defunct's death, for then the proprietor living is dominus, and
the conjunct fiars are the conjunct-domini; but that post dilatam bAreditatem, there
should be no heir that could enter, and so dominium sine domino, is impossible and
inconsistent; for, in the instance adduced of a brother's-son, substitute to the dis-
poner's heir-male, who should marry the disponer's daughter, or whom his bro.
ther should choose, that would never be the last termination, but which failing,
the disponer's heirs whatsoever, who might immediately after the defunct's death,
enter, or compel the brother's son to enter, either by marrying the daughter, or
by being designed; and it would be a gross absurdity to pretend that they might
delay during their life, though the hope were much nearer, it being always in their
power every hour, and not like the procreation of a second son; but it cannot be
imagined, that the Earl of Leven intended the Chancellor's second son to have the
benefit of his estate, before he was gotten or born, and to have clogged his other
heirs of tailzie with a suspensive condition ; neither yet that he intended a resolu-
tive condition, for it was easy and obvious, that he did expressly provide, that as
in case the Earl of Rothes' second son should succeed to the estate of Rothes,
that he should denude in favours of the next person heir of tailzie; so he would
have provided, That if through the non-existence of the Chancellor's second son,
the Lord Melville's second son should succeed, that upon his superveniency the
Lord Melville's second son should denude in his favours, and so the succession be
fdei commissaria; but seeing the like accident is thought on and expressly provided
for, and that is not provided for, it can never be thought the conjectured will of
the defunct. And as to the salvos to the inconveniencies, they are without war-
rant or example; for there was never in Scotland a curator bonis, neither can the
consequence from adjudications against donatars of last heir and bastardy take
place here, for in both these cases the King succeeds as heir; and though the law
allows him only of all heirs not to be liable personally for the defunct's debt, but
qucad vires hAdreditatis by adjudication, yet in this case the King is pretended. to
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have right only to the profits during the non-entry or vacancy, and that without No. -25.
the burden of any debt, so these could neither be adjudged or any way affected:
And as to the property, the King hath no interest, and therefore nobody could be
called for obtaining decreets or adjudications of the property, during the vacancy
and the non-existency of the expected heir. And as to the instance oi the case of
plackwood, it is evidently contrary to the donatar; for, in that case, Corhouse
the heir existent raised brieves, which were advocated to the Lords, as in this case,
and after debate were remitted to the Judge-Ordinary, and assessors named; but
the Lords were far from declaring, that during the possibility of Marion Weirs
heirs, there could be no serving of Bannatine's heirs, and therefore Corhouse was
served and infeft. It is true, when Marion Weir's son came to be existent, and. a
reduction or declarator at his instance, the Lords did not proceed as Judges, which
they would frankly have done, if there had been ground for this pretence, to ex-
clude the heir existent, upon the possibility of a nearer ; 'but though the nearer
heir came to exist, they were not clear to reduce, but as in other cases, where the
law is difficult, and there may be equitable considerations thereto, the Lords did
require a judicial submission to them, not as Judges, but as arbiters; upon which,
account, and not by law, they decerned Corhouse to denude in favounof Marion
Weir's son, upon payment ofA.Q20,000.

In this debate, it being propose4 , quid juris, if Melville's second son should be-
entered, and. after his death, there should be existent 'a second son of the Chan-
cellor, and likewise a second son of the Earl of Weems, and' no heir of David
Melville's body, Whether would the Chancellor's second son. have right as heir
of tailzie, by a branch prior to Melville's son, or Weems' son, though of a branch
posterior ? But Melville's advocates did only answer, that semel exclusus senper ex-
dusru, and the Chancellor's advocates answered nothing. But this coming to be
reasoned amongst the Lords, all did agree, that the rule in this case was the pre-
sumed and conjectured will of the defunct, and many were of opinion, that the-
non-existence of an heir of tailzie of a prior branch could not stop the entry of an
existent heir of a posterior branch, during the non-existence of the first branch;
and that the defunct could never be thought to stop his dignity for a considerable
time, and hazard his estate upon expectation, and therefore, that the nearest heir
at his death should enter; but if after his death, the heir of the prior branch were
then existing, he should not be excluded, but should succeed as heir of tailzie to
David Melville, and not only be preferred to the Earl of Weems sort, but to the
heirs of David Melville's body, who were not called or' respected as David Mel-
ville's heirs, neither needed they to be served heirs of line to him, but might re-
nounce to be his heir of line, and yet enter as his heirs of tailzie, and therefore
were no more respected than if they had been existent the time of the tailzie, and
named, and no more.than the second sonlof the Earl of Weems;.but as the heir.
of Marion Weir were called in Blackwood's tailzie, who neither needed, nor could.
be her heirs, seeing they might enter when she was alive, and therefore were only,
heirs demonstrative, so David Melville's heirs were the same way called in this tal
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No. 25. zie; and it was proposed, that as in Eng4and, where such tailzies are frequent,
the fiar of one branch, after the possibility of issue is extinct, becomes as liferent-
er, and is incapacitated to burden the estate, not by any statute, but by custom
from the nature of tailzies, which otherwise would be evacuated, the branches
having little or no relation to one another; and therefore, when theie was no
hope to continue the succession in one branch, the present fiar would certainly
overburden, which was restrained as inconsistent with the nature and design of the
tailzie, which also upon the same grounds might so be declared here, tailzies be-
coming now frequent with us; yet the plurality found, that during the possibility
of a second son of the Chancellor's body, no subsequent heir of tailzie could be
entered; but thereafter, a bill being given in for- David Melville, proponing a se-
cond defence, viz. that though he could not enter, yet the profits could not fall to
the King by non-entry, which never takes place, but when it is voluntary, or, as
being caduciary, but that the profits would remain lereditate jacente, and might be
managed for the advantage of the estate, and for the benefit of all the heirs of taiL
zie possible, and existent, till their actual entry; this being the penult day of the
Session, the Lords would not enter the parties to a new dispute, but, according to
their ordinary course in general declarators of non-entry, they-declared, reserving
this defence to be proponed in the special declarator, or any action for the profits
of the estate.

Fo1. Dic. v. 2. p. 399. Stair, v. 2. 4. 510.

# Gosford reports this case:

In a reduction of a brieve for serving David Melville heir of tailzie and provi-
vision to the deceased Countess of Leven, upon this reason, that, by the bond of
tailzie, dated the 12th of February, 1663, which is the ground of raising these
brieves out of the Chancellory, the deceased Earl of Leven did oblige himself, and
his heirs, to make a due and lawful resignation of his honour, title, dignity, and
whole estate and lands, in favour of himself and the heirs male of his body, which
failing, to the eldest heir female to be procreated of his body, or of the heirs male,
they marrying a nobleman or gentleman of the surname of Lesly, or one who
should assume the said sirname, and bear the arms of the house of Leven; which
failing, to the second son of John Earl of Rothes, lawfully procreated or to be
procreated of his body, and his heirs male; which failing, to the second son pro-
created, or to be procreated, betwixt the Lord Melville and Dame Catharine Lesly
his spouse, and the heirs male of the said second son's body; which failing, to
the second sons procreated, or to be procreated, betwixt the Earl of Wemyss and
Dame Margaret Lesly, his spouse, and the heirs male of his body; upon which
bond of tailzie resignation being made in the Earl of Leven's own life-time, after
his decease it was perfected by infeftment; and now, by the death of the said Earl
of Leven's three daughters who survived him, the succession falling to the heir of

tailzie, David Melville can never be served heir, because the tailzie is conceived in
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'favour of the second son of the Earl of Rothes, now Lord Chancellor, and David No. 25.
Melville is only substitute failing of him by decease; but so is it, that albeit my
Lord Chancellor hath not yet a second son, as he had none the time of the tailzie
yet so long as there is a possibility of his having a second, the said David can ne-

ver be served heir of tailzie and provision to the said estate; and so Sir William

Bruce, being donatar to the non-entry of the estate, -hath good reason to hinder
that service, and debar David Melville's succession during the Chancellor's life-
time, and his hopes of having a second son.

It was answered for David Melville to the reason of advocation, that it was no-

wise relevant to hinder his service, because it being fQunded upon these words,
K which failzieing," or " quibus defcientibus," they can only have respect to ten.
pus delate Aireditatis, so that the Lord Chancellor not having a second son at the
time of the death of the Earl of Leven, who did make the tailzie, nor the time of
the death of his heirs female, who have since died without children, the whole be-
nefit of the tailzie did fall and belong to the said David, as second son of Lord
Melville, whose service cannot be stopped upon any hopes that the Earl of Rothes

may have a second son; which answer was urged upon these reasons,first, That
all clauses of tailzies and contracts which are of themselves dubious ought to be
interpreted according to the clear meanidgi and intention of the makers, and as
they can best consist with his design; but so it is, that this tailzie being expressly
made for the good and standing of the house and family of Leven, which was lately
erected, and upon which account, failing of heirs of the Earl's own body, several
persons were substituted as heirs of line, it cannot be imagined, in reason, but all
their substitutions should take place tempore devolute hreditatis, and so the Lord
Chancellor, having no second son extant when the last Countess of Leven died,
David Melville, by all the interpretation of law, can be the only heir of tailzie;
and if this were not sustained, then many great inconveniencies would follow,
which undoubtedly might ruin all tailzied estates, prejudge their creditors, and
likewise their superiors, who could have no vassal during the hopes and probabi-
lity of an apparent heir ; and for clearing of the particulars they did represent, that
if the heir of a tailzied estate should die in debt and burden, for which no infeft-
nent was given, nor confirmed by the superior, then the whole rents would be-
long to the superior or his donatar, until the entry of an apparent heir, which
being uncertain, might not fall out in thirty or forty years, and the annual rents
never being satisfied, might amount to the value of the estate, especially if affected-
with any conjunct fees or life-rents, as in this case; and farther, if there were any
debts due to the heirs, or actions competent to them, then there being no existent

,heir, they could never have the benefit thereof for the standing of the family; and
it might so fall out, that all the rights might prescribe in law through the non-ex-
istence of an apparent heir ;-as likewise, the superior himself might be prejudged,
afid the Kitg's interest, not only for the want of vassal, but for the benefit of'
forefattrio sinigle or life-rent escheat. This point was likewise urged from the
cirrent style of all writers of tailzie, who did never make any special provision, or.,
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No. 25. adject the same to these words quibus dgicientibus, that in cse the first heir no-
minated in the tailzie were not existing tempore devoluta hareditatis, that then the
next heir nominated being existing, he should succeed, which hazard could not
but occur to them, seeing they could not but imagine that the heritors of ancient
families, who did employ them, ordinarily had only daughters of their own body,
and so did provide the succession to their estates to their nearest agnates, or second
brothers and their heirs male, and if they had greater fortunes, to their second
sons, with the burden of their own daughter's portions, and so if it should fall
out, that the first heir-male nominated in the tailzie, being a second son, should
not be living the time that the heritage should ascend, but the same should be in
non-entry during the hopes of a second son, then his own daughters would lie
out of their provisions, and could not so much as have aliment during that time,
there being no person whom they could pursue.

The second point of law insisted upon, which was the subject of great debate,
was, that the existing apparent heir, nominated in the tailzie, must of necessity
succeed, and his service ought .not to be stopped upon hopes of apparent heirs of
one first nominated, because it was an undoubted principle in our law that Here-
ditas et dominium non /otest esse in pendente, and therefore the succession must be
devolved to the actual existing heir for the time, and as this was undoubtedly the
25th Para. Institut. De legatis, and many lawyers who had commented upon the Ro-
man law, such as Peregrinus and others, were of that opinion, that where any
estate was left nascituro, unless there was a posthunus, and an appearance that a
child might be born, that legacy was caduceary, and fell to the next apparent;
which was likewise the opinion of Craigie; and our law makes no difference be-
twixt legal successions and tailzied; but as it is undoubted in successione feudali
that there being an apparent heir living, he must of necessity succeed, and cannot
be debarred upon the hopes that one would be born who would be nearer heir,
and could exclude him, as in the case of a father having but one son, he will un-
doubtedly succeed to him, and cannot be debarred upon hopes that he may have
another son, who, if he had been, would have been preferred to the father; so that
sanie reason and principle ought to hold in tailzied succession. This was likewise
urged from our practique, in the case of Bannatyne, brother to the Laird of Core-
house, against Blackwood, where he being only substitute, failing of heirs of the
daughter of Blackwood, yet he being living at the time of Blackwood's decease,,
and his daughters having no heirs, he succeeded to the estate, and the Laird of
Corehouse, his brother, was served heir to him, albeit there was then a child of
the daughter who was first nominated in the tailzie.

It was replied, That notwithstanding of all these reasons and allegeances, yet

David Melville's service ought to be stopped, and never proceed before any in-
quest, but on the contrary, it ought here to be declared, that the donatar to the

non-entry can have only right to the rents of the estate, so long as there are hopes
and appearance that the Lord Chancellor may have a second son: And as to the

first answer insisted upon, it was replied, that the tailzie was opponed, and where-
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in there could be no ambiguity, or place for conjectures, what was the meaning No. 25.
and intention of the Earl of Leven, seeing, without any condition or limitation, the
estate was tailzied, in the first place, failing of heirs of his own'body, to the Lord

Chancellor's second son, gotteft or to be begotten, and failing of him only to the
Lord Melville's second son, and that these words " which failzieing," was never
to be interpreted " tempore devolutoe successionis," is most clear from the state
of succession as it then stood when the tailzie was made; for at that time the Earl

of Rothes had no second son, and the same David, second son to the Lord Mel-

ville, was then born, and yet, notwithstanding, he was only appointed to succeed
failing of a second son of the Lord Rothes, which could not be interpreted in com-

mon sense but to have respect ad tem/nus futurun, and so long as there were hopes
that he might have a second son, it being then well known to the Earl of Leven
that he had none at the time of the tailzie; and further, it was urged, that this
construction was confirmed by an unanswerable argument, viz. that the deceased

Earl of Leven did survive the making of this tailzie above a year, and notwith,
standing that the Earl of Rothes had no second son born during his life-time, and
that he himself had orily daughters who were looked upon. as tender and sickly
children, and upon that occasion did often, with his friends and relations, reflect
upon the condition of his estate and succession, yet he did never alter the bond of
tailzie, whereupon no infeftment was passed,snor qualify the same with that con-

dition that-if he should die before the Earl of Rothes should have a second son,
or the heirs of nis own body, that then David Melville should succeed, as being

the only capable apparent heir; so that his mind and intention being so clear, that

there is no locus conjecture to make David Melville succeed otherwise than is ap-
pointed by the tailzie the pravento termino lereditatis devolute as to him were to

overturn the nature of all tailzies, and contrary to the will and intention of the
makers, who did, best know to whom they were most obliged to prefer others

p6stponed to them, which militates strongly in this case, there being a mutual

tailzie betwixt the Earl of Rothes and the Earl of Leven, not only as being of his

name, but as being the chief and come of the family.
It was replied to all the inconveniencies mentioned, which would arise not only

to the family, but to just and lawful creditors, and to all superiors, by the want of

their vassals, frst, that Incommodum non solvit argumentum; and to overturn the

settled principles of law and the security of all tailzies, it is not a sufficient ground

to allege that the makers of tailzies did not foresee fatalities which might fall out

or never fall out; and as to the interest of creditors, seeing-single and life-rent

escheats, wards, recognitions and forefaultures may perpetually put off creditorg

upon the debtor's delinquencies, which are far greater interests than a single non.

entry during hopes, yet our law does not at all provide in those cases for their secu-

rity, but they are left to the goodness and benignity of the King, who hath a

great regard to their interest, out of favour, in the disposal of those rights, ac.

cording to the merits and deservings of creditors, without any obligation of law;

and as to the 'case now in question, his Majesty's favours is most singular, having
80G 2
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No. 25. burdened the gift of non-entry granted to the donatar, with payment yearly of
annual-rents of all debts; and as to the principal sums, they fnay affect the fee of
the estate by adjudications. Likeas, it is most apparent that interest of creditors
cannot invert the settlement of estates by lawful tailzies qr dispositions, which are
done by free persons who are majores et prudentes, where they are affected with ir-
ritant clauses, whereupon the next nominated heirs to those who commit those
faults forbidden by express provisions, their rights and infeftments may be re.
duced by the persons next nominated in the tailzie, without any salvo in favour of
creditors, as was lately decided in the case of the Visiount of Stormont, voce

TAILZIE; and as to'the King's interest, and other superiors who have only right
to non-entries by the non-existence of an apparent heir, it were against all reason
to deprive them thereof upon that pretence, that they might have far greater be.

nefit, and have right not only to a life-rent, but the whole fee of the estate by
forefaulture, having a present vassal, whereby the whole fortune and family would
be for ever ruined, and no memory thereof preserved. Likeas, if that principle
were sustained, that tailzied estates should immediately fall to the existing heir
tenpore devolutce hereditatis, not only all the foresaid's hazards by escheat and fore-
faulture might fall out, but the whole order of succession by tailzies would be al-

together frustrated, contrary to the intention of the makers, and all the security
that law would give for preserving thereof; whereas the case of a possible heir,
his non-existence is de raro contingentibus, and will hardly fall out in an age; and

as to the argument from the common style of tailzies, that such conditions were
never expressed, it was answered and replied, that the same was retorted, and
that notwithstanding these great inconveniences might fall out, yet that the same
was perfected and subscribed, without any provisions and conditions, in favours of
children or daughters, who were to be excluded from the estate, and only have
portions of the apparent heirs who should succeed ; that being only a delay in the
payment, cannot in law take away and make null their father's tailzie and disposi-
tion, who was plene dominus, and might otherwise dispose the same, having inserted
no clause expressly for that purpose, but, on the contrary, having left them to be
provided only by an heir in hope, whensoever he should succeed to that estate,
but nowise invert the order upon the present payment of their portions.

It was replied to that second point of law, That dominium non potest esse in
pendente, which is founded upon our own and the Roman laws, and the opinion
of great lawyers; 1ino, That the ancient Roman law, as to that point, was there-
after altered and changed, as appears by the 9th Para. Institut. De here-
dibus instituendis, where heres institui potest et jure et sub conditione; et in legatis
dies incertus pro conditione habetur; and so a person to whom an estate is tailzied
tanquam nasciturus, incertum est an sit et quando, and "resolves in a conditional
institution, andmakes the succession pendent during the probability of the person
to be procreated; as likewise this principle is clear, D. De acquirenda et amit-
tenda hereditafe, et Leg. 16. De legatis, whereupon the best lawyers of that
opinion, as Vinnius, Gudelinus De jure novissimo, and Grotius in his Introduction
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as Jus. Batavo um, -and many others, where thpy are all clear, that persons may No. 25.
decease parti testate et partin intestate, and may call persons to succeed them,
whether nati r naicituri, albeit they be concepti neque in utero; and by our law,

in war holdi g, an heir-male cannot enter until he be of perf6ct age, and so

4ominium must be in pendente; and Craigie is of opinion, that even hy dispensation

they cannot enter; and by the universl 'tom of nations, and the feudal law,

Ahe condition provision of estates is aved; andPeregrinus expressly states

this case of conditional successions, and-ri!blves in the affirmative.

It was repli d to the last founded upon our practi~qe in the case of Bannatyne
and Blackw whereby, without regard to an hefr that 4tas first nominated

pgjerior, and t that principle, that semel hares sem/per ba~res, and that albeit here-

after the Lora Chancellor should have a second son, he could never be served;

Imo, As to Bannatyne's case, there -was never such a practique or decision;
but, on the contrary, Major Ballandine having died without children, and his

brother, the Laird of Corehouse, being served heir thereafter, Mary Weir, who
was first in the tailzie, having an heir, they did pursue a reduction of Bannatyne's
and Corehouse'9 right to that estate of Blackwood, upon the same principles,
that it was taitzied haredi nascituro of Blackwood himself, in the first place, and
so ought to be preferred to Bannatyne's heirs, who were only substitutes quibus

deficientibus ; but, in respect Major Ballandine had bestowed great sums of

money for payment of the debts of the family of Blackwood, the case was sub-
mitted to the Lords of Session, as arbiters; and so they did decide that estate to

belong to the heirs of Mary Weir, as undoubted of tailzie; but, in equity and
reason, they did ordain, that the heirs of Major Ballandine should be refunded
of the sums of money given out by him for payment of the debts of that family;
and so, if anr weight can be laid upon that decision, it militates in favours of the
Clhncellor's second son, whensoever it shall please God he have any; and it were
a good ground, in case David Melville were served, to reduce the service, upon
the existence -of a conditional heir first instituted, who is secured as fully as if he
were in the case of a redemption of an estate from a trustee or fdci commi.ssarig
kareditas infrmorem alterius.-The Lords, having considered this dispute, with the
bond of taiksie, did find, That, so long as there is any possibility or hope of
a second son of the Lord Chancellor's own body, David Melville could not
be served h ei, as second son of the Lord Melville, to the deceased Countess
of Leven; and therefore they did declare in favours of Sir William Bruce, the
King's donatar, that he had right conform to the gift of non-entry, as it stood
affected, in favour of the creditors: Therefore, upon the 24th of February, there
being petitions given in for both parties, relating to a new point, alleged. not in-
sisted upon, viz If the mails and duties, during the stoppage of the service, should
remain inkareditatejacente,or should belong to his Majesty as caduceary,by reason
of non-entry, until the decision whereof they craved the decreet to be stopped,
the Lords, as to that new point, ordained, That whensoever the donatar should
insist in a special declarator, that David Melville's procurator should be heard
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No. 25. upon that new point, but as to the decreet and interlocutor upon the whole first
debate, they ordained the same to be extracted.

Upon the 24th July, 1677, there having been an action. before the Sheriff of
Fife, at the instance of the donatar, for payment of mails and duties, upon a bill of
advocation presented by the Lord Melville, the same was advocated of consent to
be debated in presentia. It was alleged for the Lord Melville, that the donatar to
the non-entry could have no right to the mails and duties, because they were
only due in law when the vassal refused to enter, and so were penale ob contenptum,
whereas no such thing could be alleged in this case where there was no apparent
heir living, but the rent of the estate should belong to the King, as being bareditas

jacens; the King, out of his goodness, having given a gift thereof to the Lord Mel-
ville, that they might be applied for the good and standing of the family, so he
can have only right to intromit therewith. It was answered for Sir William Bruce
the donatar, that he having a prior gift for the use of the Earl of Rothes, Lord
Chancellor, and that a.ffected with so many conditions in favours of the family and
true creditors, no posterior gift can compete with his, seeing it is a new title un-
heard of in our law and practique, that there being a gift of non-entry granted by
the superior, which includes the whole profits of the lands during that non-entry,
yet a posterior donatar, upon pretence of ereditas jacens, should have right, and
meddle with almost the whole rents during non-entry; neither can that title of
hareditasjacens be a ground of any such pretence, seeing that can only be pleaded
in the case of bona vacantia, which as to lands and heritages is not proper in our
law; seeing if the apparent heir enter not, it returns during non-entry to the su-
perior, who hath the full rents ob defectun vassali, and having bestowed the same
upon a donatar, he succeeds to his right; neither by our law are the full rents of
the estate only due ob contenptun, seeing if apparent heirs be infants, and incapable
to require their superiors, and by the fault of their tutors and curators, shall only
lie out, yet the rents of the lands will belong to the superior, and farther, if they
be in utero, and not born: Likeas, in ward-holdings, albeit the apparent heirs-male
or female should require, yet the superior may refuse, and hath right to the whole
duties of the ward-lands until their lawful age. The Lords did prefer the first do-
natar only as to the retoured duties, but did find that the Lord Melville had by
virtue of his gift right to the whole rest of the mails and duties due by the tenants,
to be countable to the creditors, and the first heir that should enter, upon that
ground that it was hereditas jacens, and so in the King's hands; which to me seem.
ed hard, for these reasons, that it was a new title never heard of before, all non-
entries belonging to the true superiors, which gives them an undoubted right to
the full mails and duties for the naked want of a vassal, or compensation of his
service which cannot be performed, and so belongs to the first donatar, without
distinction of retoured duties, or mails and duties, there being no reservation in
the first gift of non-entries; as likewise upon that ground, that the non-entry be-
ing occasioned by the tailzie of the estate, h1redi nascituro in the first place, which



was found by the first interlocutor to susperid the entry of the first heir nominated
during the possibility of the existence of the first heir, that being the present vas-
sal's own fact and deed, and the resignation made accordingly in the superior's
hands, it gave a full right during the suspension to the superior and his first dona-
tar to the whole rents of the lands, both by the feudal law and our law.

Gosford MS. p. 643. No. 967. and 968.

.* Stair's report of the latter part of this case, is No. 37. p. 9321. voce NoN-

ENTRY.

1688. July. TENANT against TENANT and the LAIRD of DRUM.

William Tenant, skipper, having obtained a gift of ultimus hares of the lands of
Ligtonshiells, as falling to the King by the decease of James Tenant without heirs-
male, and thereupon having pursued a declarator against the heir of line ; alleged
for the defender, that the lands did not fall under the gift of ultimus hares, because
James Tenant, by a minute of contract of marriage with the Laird of Drum's
daughter in the year 1634, was obliged to obtain himself infeft in all lands where-
in John Tenant his father was infeft, and being infeft, to infeft the heir of the
marriage in the same; and albeit, by a posterior contract in the year 1637, where-
in John Tenant the father was party contractor, the lands were provided to the
heir-male of the marriage, which failing, to the said James Tenant, his son, and
his other heirs-male, yet James Tenant, by the first minute of contract, being
obliged to provide the lands to the heirs of the marriage in general, he could not
by any posterior contract restrict the same to the heirs-male; the heirs of line be-
ing by the first minute of contract stated creditors to James the father, he could
not make any alteration by the second contract to their prejudice; and albeit,
James the father was not infeft the time of entering to 'the first minute of contract,
yet John the father having disponed his lands to his son James by the second con-
tract, so soon as the right came in his person, the benefice did accresce to his daugh-
ter by virtue of the first contract, especially seeing the contract mentions, that the
parties were willing to perform such duties hinc inde then as of before the said mar-
riage, and did relate to the first contract; and albeit John Tenant the father was
not infeft in the lands of Ligtonshiells, yet the clause in the first contract,
by which James the son was obliged to provide the heir of the marriage, in favour
of the children of the marriage, all lands wherein John the father was infeft, and
whereunto he had given right, did likewise comprehend the lands of Ligtonshiells,
whereof he was then in possession as apparent heir, and albeit the first contract
should have no effect, but that the second contract should only be the rule which
provides the lands to the heirs-male, yet the daughter ought to succeed, seeing it
cannot be supposed to have been the meaning of the parties to have preferred the

No. 25.

No. 26.
Where an
entail is in
favour of
heirs-male,
found, that
upon failure
of heirs-male,
the right de-
volves to the
King as uii.
mus hares,
and not to
the heirs of
line.
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